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	Paragraph-brZAtJWw66: My inner critic often manifests as a relentless perfectionist. It's this voice that constantly tells me I'm not doing enough or that I could have done things better. The tone is sharp and critical, making distinguishing constructive feedback from unrealistic expectations challenging.
	Paragraph-rDpxErmLOo: My inner critic tends to surface during high-pressure situations, especially when facing challenging cases or tight deadlines. It's a recurring pattern where any perceived mistake triggers a barrage of self-critical thoughts, affecting my confidence and performance.
	Paragraph-Zr6Qzw5FdR: To challenge these thoughts, I've started questioning their validity. I ask myself if the criticism is based on concrete evidence or is rooted in assumptions and self-imposed standards. This process has allowed me to gain perspective and identify when my inner critic exaggerates certain situations.
	Paragraph-SnNo7ZSUAF: Developing positive affirmations has been a game-changer. I focus on acknowledging my strengths and past achievements, reminding myself that it's okay to be imperfect. By consciously incorporating these affirmations, I've noticed a shift in my internal dialogue, fostering a more compassionate and encouraging tone.
	Paragraph-0N82lRP7t_: Embracing self-compassion has been a gradual but transformative journey. I've learned to treat myself with the same kindness and understanding that I would offer a colleague facing challenges. Accepting mistakes as part of the learning process has significantly reduced the intensity of my self-critical thoughts.
	Paragraph-C63J_ImamC: Setting realistic expectations has helped me break down overwhelming tasks into manageable steps. By establishing achievable goals, I've minimized the chances of falling into the trap of self-criticism, recognizing that progress is often more important than perfection.
	Paragraph-hCBXQJB0pC: Incorporating positive affirmations into my daily routine has become a ritual of self-care. Starting each day with a positive mindset and reinforcing it throughout has created a more resilient foundation for facing the inevitable stressors of the healthcare environment.
	Paragraph-kkfJuwNP0f: Compiling positive feedback has served as a powerful tool for combating self-criticism. Reading through affirming comments from colleagues and superiors reminds me of my capabilities and my positive impact on others. It's a tangible source of encouragement during challenging moments.
	Paragraph-1nYNp2eBU7: Opening up to a trusted colleague about my experiences has been liberating. Discussing my self-critical thoughts with someone who understands the pressures of the healthcare profession provides valuable insights and emotional support. It's reassuring to know I'm not alone in facing these challenges.
	Paragraph-KI-XHuUaDx: Regularly reviewing and reflecting on my progress has become crucial to this journey. Celebrating achievements and setbacks as learning opportunities reinforces my commitment to personal and professional growth. It's a continuous process, and this worksheet has been instrumental in tracking my evolving relationship with my inner critic.


